
Since its inception, Polyglobal has been concerned about the environment and about being a 

Socially Responsible Company. For this, our production facilities, apart from having the best and 

most efficient technology, have recovery systems, gas washing and water recycling.

Thanks to this, we have been awarded the Clean Industry certification granted by PROFEPA       

(Federal Attorney for Environmental Protection). This distinction allows us to offer a product of 

excellent quality and 100% reliable in terms of sustainability.

The Mexican Environmental Audit has been recognized in the context of North America. This has 

not been restricted to the scope of official statements; It is revealing that US financial and         

insurance institutions have begun to require companies located in Mexico that request their 

services, evidence found in the PROFEPA audit system.

That and other signs that the market is recognizing the efforts of the companies in the Mexican 

Environmental Audit, allow us to consider the possibility of establishing a trinational recognition. 

That is, an industry that obtained the clean industry certificate granted by the Mexican              

Government (as well as companies located in Canada or the USA that received equivalent           

recognition) would automatically have access to a North American seal, which would allow their 

products to be identified in international markets as a result of clean production processes.

Continuing with this vision, polyglobal launches its POLYAID program on the market, which    

consists of collecting the leftovers generated by our clients by transforming Polylam and            

Insufoam in order to recycle them and thus prevent these leftovers from reaching municipal 

landfills where they take up to 150 years to decompose, becoming polluting agents of the         

environment, with this recycling, by-products are generated that are sold to the market as        

RECYCLED products, in order to carry out this collection, a series of measures must be complied 

with that guarantee that the material to be collected is not contaminated. To find out how     

POLYAID works, please contact your executive or our client area.


